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News & Updates 
Hello Bucks Family, 
 
We are a little less than half way through the ADHL Hockey Fall Clinic.  We have had 8 
practices and played 5 scrimmage games with Tucson, the Jr. Coyotes, and the Sun Devils.  
The games have been competitive, and the kids have had a fun time.  They are really 
improving in their skating, passing and defensive positioning.    
 
The Clinic has been a success and I have received a lot of positive feedback from the 
parents and some of the other organizations from around Arizona.  Word of the Bucks 
program is spreading and we have had three new additions to the Clinic in the last two 
weeks.  We are almost at capacity for what the program was designed to support.   
 
We have had two off ice meetings to learn Speed & Agility Drills and Off-Ice Training Drills, 
as well as defensive positioning and transitioning to the breakout.  Please make sure your 
kids are working on their Speed & Agility Drills and Off-Ice Training Drills at home. I’ve 
included three more drills for the kids below.  
 
We also rearranged the Black and White practice squads to better align the ages and skill 
levels for practices and games.  Our White squad is a 10U/11U squad with five ‘08’s and 
eight ‘07’s.  Our Black Squad is an 11U/12U squad with one ’05, nine ‘06’s, and six ‘07’s.   
 
Please continue to check the website for updates to the schedule and rosters.   
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Off Ice Practice  

In addition to your 30 push-ups and 

sit-ups each day: 

Practice Expanding the Reach of 

Your Stickhandling   

Ladder Drills 
8 reps; 3 times a week 

2 IN 2 OUT: 

Jumping two  

feet at a time 

8 reps; 3 times a week 

ICKY SHUFFLE: 

Follow the Order of the Foot Chart 

to Dance the Icky Shuffle 


